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Abstract—The techniques of sampling play a vital role in extracting communities from graphs. Most of sampling algoritms
mainly take the advantage of the degree distribution or the weight
of edge. However, it may lead to huge consumption of memory
usage and computation time because of the complicated structure
of graphs and the noise inherent of algorithm. We propose
a novel randomized sampling algorithm, which is a trianglebased sampling algorithm. A random value Rv colors each node
uniformly. The edge eij = (vi , vj ) is a monochromatic edge if
node vi and vj receive the same random value Rv . The third edge
of triangle ∆T will be sampled if two edges of the triangle ∆T are
sampled. The triangle ∆T that formed by three monochromatic
edges is considered as the smallest sampling unit in graph G. An
extracted community contains at least one triangle. Overviewing,
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
extracts sufficiently dense subgraphs and significantly reduces
computation time compared to the reservior sampling algorithm
and graph priority sampling algorithm.

subgraph named H ∗ -graph is proposed in [17]. The H ∗ -graph
represents the core of graphs, and extends to encompass the
neighborhood among all nodes of the core. Accordingly, an
external-memory algorithm for maximal clique enumeration
(ExtMCE) is also proposed by employing the H ∗ -graph for
memory usage bounding. Such that, the degree rank of all
h-nodes in graph can be computed. The memory usage can
be estimated and controlled by using the ExtMCE algorithm.
Furthermore, the core of a graph is represented by the subgraph
with maximal order of the graph [41], such as k-core of a graph
is a core of order k, where deg(v) ≥ k. The core number
of node v is the highest order of the core within maximum
value of k [4]. A massive graph is partitioned into a set of
subgraphs with smaller size by employing the decomposition
algorithm. The characteristic of core graph can be captured
after the pruning of sparse components.

Keywords–Triangle; Monocchromatic edge; Dense subgraph;
Pattern extraction; Randomized sampling.

The triangle, as the smallest dense subgraph, has gained
more and more attention in studying graphs. Triangle is one
of the basic shapes of complete subgraphs. Either directed edge
or undirected edge, a triangle is the shortest complete cycle and
the smallest non-trivial clique. Triangle is applicable to various
measurements of network analysis, such as clustering coefficient, transitivity analysis and triangular connectivity. Both
transitivity coefficient and clustering coefficient are widely
used metrics in the study of social network analysis. Therefore,
triangle has emerged as a crucial building block of graphs,
thematic structure identification of graphs, node clustering and
link classification, etc.

To study the characteristic of entire graph, however, becomes expensive due to the increasingly huge size of graph
with complicated structure. Numerous sampling techniques
have been proposed for extracting essential portions with
significant characteristic of graphs. Graph sampling addresses
the issue of seeking dense subgraphs, which represent similar
properties to the original graph [13] [19] [32] [34]. The
reliability of graph sampling techniques is validated by how
closely the combinatorial properties of subgraphs simulate the
original graph [14]. The interaction network of all proteins
that confined to the mitochondria is a real world example.
The protein-protein interaction network may not represent the
entire network, but can reveal valuable insight into communication or biological process within a defined sphere. Hence,
extracting partial of the interaction network of all proteins as
the investigation samples is an efficient way of focusing on
the sampling property of the network [30].

A streaming algorithm has been proposed for counting
and sampling triangles from a given graph G [5]. It is onepass streaming algorithm based on neighborhood sampling.
Initially, an edge eij in the graph stream [6] [31] is randomly
extracted. The edge ejk that share the same node nj with
the edge eij is then extracted. The edge ejk is extracted
by employing the neighborhood relationship of edge eij . By
extracting the edges eij and ejk , the nodes ni , nj and nk
can be considered as a potential triangle T(ijk) if the node
nk is the common neighbor node of ni and nj . Besides, for
studying the characteristic of graphs, a novel notion of dense

We propose a novel randomized sampling algorithm, which
is based on node coloring for extracting functional unit denoted
as ∆T . A triangle ∆T = {vi , vj , vk } is considered as the
smallest sampling unit, which constitute the community of
G. Initially, a random value Rv is uniformly given to each
node of a triangle ∆T in graph G. The edge eij = (vi , vj ) is
monochromatic if both its two endpoints vi and vj receive the
same random value Rv . A random value Rv is considered as
a color to a node. The third edge is sampled if two edges of a
traingle ∆T are sampled. With the set of monochromatic edges
is sampled, all triangles formed by the set of monochromatic
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edges can be extracted. Considering triangle as the smallest
sampling unit is to prune the search by seeking a few number
of densely interconnected communities, which best represent
the frequently occurred characteristic of graph G. The random
value Rv is a positive value, where 0 ≤ Rv ≤ |n|. The |n| is
the total number of nodes in G without known beforehand. The
random value Rv is unique and unrepeatable for every node.
We assume that the range of random values has finite expectations and variances mathematically. We gain the generation
of Rv as follow:
Xn + 1 = (

Xn 2
)(mod102s )
10s

Rv + 1 =

Xn + 1
102s

where (Xn + 1) is an iterative operator, and (Rv + 1) is the
random value Rv that needs to be generated every time. The
s is the shifting of Xn square metre for generating new Rv .
The proposed algorithm aims at extracting communities
from graphs. Each edge in graph G is selected based on the
uniformly coloring of nodes with probability denoted by Pr ,
where 0 < Pr < 1. The color is randomly given to each node,
which is a real integer number denoted by Rv . A triangle ∆T is
the smallest sampling unit. A community of graph G contains
at least one triangle ∆T . Therefore, the more triangles anchor
in an extracted community, the denser of the ommunity with
avaliable insight characteristic of graph G.
This paper is organized as follow. Section I introduces
the background of community extraction in graphs, and states
the importance of community extraction in network analysis.
Section II introduces various approaches of relevant researches.
Section III describes the mainframe of randomized sampling
algorithm in detail. The experimential results for verifying
efficiency of the proposed method are concluded in Section IV.
Section V concludes the whole paper.
II.

R ELATED W ORKS

A simple and available technique named random sampling
has been proposed [8] for scaling the massive graph G into
small subgraphs and randomly select samples from the set
of subgraphs of G. It is an unbiased sampling technique.
Every individual sample is labelled with a random number. The
individual sample is randomly extracted from the given matrix
according to its labelled random number. The probability of
each individual sample being selected at any stage is the
same. A systematic sampling method involves the selection
of individual samples from an ordered sampling matrix [11].
In this approach, progression through the sample list circles to
the top once when the end of the sample list has passed. The
sampling procedure begins from selecting an individual sample
in the sample list randomly. Every k th individual sample in the
sample list is selected where k indicates the sampling interval
value. Furthermore, a multistage sampling can be referred
in [1] if the matrix data is too expensive to be sampled. This
approach is a complicated form of cluster sampling [23]. The
clusters are constructed in the given graph G at the first stage.
The second stage is to decide the available individual sample
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in the cluster. All individual samples in the matrix data are
appropriately listed. The Random Node Sampling algorithm
is a node selection based algorithm [21] [38]. The sampling
begins from a given distributed degree of node in a completely
self-contained graph G. All nodes of the graph G are given
with probability p. The degree distribution of node is denoted
by Pk . Extrapolating from the subgraphs to the property of
graph G if the randomly extracted subgraph samples have the
same characteristic of probability distribution. Alternatively,
The TIES algorithm [2] is the total induced edge sampling
algorithm. The potential nodes are randomly selected with
graph induction based on edge. The degree of node in G is
computed. Then, the set of favor nodes with high degrees
are selected. The edge eij is picked up from G at random.
The two nodes vj and vj are added to the sampled node set
in each iteration. The algorithm stops adding nodes to the
sampled node set if the fraction ∅ of nodes are collected.
The graph induction process begins once all edges of graph
G are traversed. Once all edges that connecting the nodes
in the sampled node set, the induced graph is formed. The
induced graph holds similar characteristic and structure to the
original graph G. A similar sampling approach based on the
degree distribution for random graphs is proposed in [38]. The
probability of selecting a node is identical for all nodes where
pi = p for all i are considered initial case. The number of
connections influences the probability of sampling a node with
certain degree is a further sampling scheme for uncorrelated
graphs. Therefore, the connectivity of a node denpends on the
degrees of its neighbor nodes in the same subgraph. Minne
Li, Dongsheng Li and Siqi Shen et al. propose the DSS
algorithm [27]. All sampling processes is parallelly executed
by calculating the exact size of subsample in each partitioning.
The random walk technique is frequently applied onto
crawling websites for extracting useful data from the web.
The proposal by Bowen and Steve et al. [43] addresses
the issue of collecting samples from a graph by adopting
random walk. This method achieves the reconstruction of a
priori unknown graph. Besides, random walk is a random
process technique, in which models the traverse path of
a graph by mathematical space. Hence, it is appliable to
graph sampling algorithm [7] [35]. An m-dimensional random walk sampling algorithm named Frontier Sampling has
been proposed in [7]. The algorithm begins from a set of
selected nodes in which preserve the crucial characteristic
of regular random walk technique. All nodes of graph G
is visited with proportional probability to their degrees. The
joint distribution of frontier sampling is similar to the uniform
sampling method [40]. Other two graph sampling algorithms,
the Rejection-controlled Metropolis-Hashings Algorithm and
the Generalized Maximum-degree random walk algorithm, has
been proposed in [35]. The Rejection-controlled MetropolisHashing Algorithm is a modified Metropolis-Hashing algorithm [40] [44] in which parameterized with an acceptance
function α where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The modified acceptance function improves the acceptance ratio of the original algorithm.
Initially, the algorithm begins sampling from a root node v. It
stops sampling if the condition of the node v is not satified.
Otherwise, node v is selected from its neighbor node w at
random. Then, a uniform random value q is generated where
q ∈ [0, 1]. The neighbor node w is selected if the uniform
random value q ≤ ( ddwv )α . Likewise, the procedure iterates till
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the last node with satified parameter in graph G is sampled.
Similarly, the generic sampling framework [3] is also based
on Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The notion of the generic
sampling is to sample the interesting subgraph patterns without
enumerating the entire set of candidate frequent patterns. All
candidate patterns form a partial order based on the subgraph
relationship. Then, the subgraph samples are returned when
the partial order converges to a desired stationary distribution.
The function of interestingness of the subgraphs in the sample
space determines the stationary distribution selection. The output space sampling is scalable and parallelizable. Besides, the
Generalized Maximum-degree random walk algorithm is proposed for unbiased graph sampling. A controlled paramater C
is applied onto the original maximum degree algorithm [9] [45]
in which C is a nonnegative integer. Similar to the original
maximum degree algorithm, the Generalized Maximum-degree
random walk algorithm adds (C − dv ) self-loops onto node
v of graph G if dv < C where dv indicates the degree of
node v. Therefore, the walk of GMD algorithm equals to the
traditional random walk if dv ≥ C. Or the next node that
chosen by the GM D walk with probability C1 is the neighbor
node of node v. Such that, the round of sampling iteration can
be reduced. The graph sampling by random walk begins from
a given node and randomly follow the out-connection of the
given node [26]. This sampling technique is biased towards the
sub-structure of nodes with high connectivity occurrence in a
graph. Community extraction is another important method in
studying graphs [18] [25]. The partial clustering of nodes in
G is computed based on recognizing matrix column similarity.
According to the distribution characteristic of graph data, an
approach of Horvitz-Thompson estimation to T -stage snowball
sampling is proposed by L. C. Zhang and M. Patone [24].
Succinct representation of community in graph is one of the
most important techniques in our study. The sampling approach
of random multiple snowball with cohen is proposed in [33].
A node is randomly chosen as seed. The neighbor nodes of a
root node is selected with the same probability Pc . The process
iterates until the set of desirable number of nodes are sampled.
Community plays a crucial role in characterizing large-scale
complex graphs. A link-tracing sampling algorithm consists of
two steps: the set of nodes with shortest path to the set of root
nodes is sampled by approximating personalized PageRank
vectors, and connect to unvisited neighbor nodes in a new
community based on PageRank vectors [28]. The framework
of biologicalrelationships are represented by different graph
layers It is expected to retain as much information as possible.
Didier, Brun and Baudot et al. propose multiplex-modularity
approaches to detect communities from multiple graphs [12].
It achieves the recovery of communities more accurately
annotated than aggregated counterparts.
III.

R ANDOMIZED S AMPLING A LGORITHM

Triangle plays a vital role in both clustering coefficient
and transitivity analysis. A triangle consists of three fully connected nodes {v1 , v2 , v3 }. Either directed edge or undirected
edge, a triangle ∆T can be described as:
∆T123 = {(v1 , v2 ), (v2 , v3 ), (v1 , v3 )}
The triangle listing algoirthm is for counting the total
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number of triangles in a given graph G [37]. The input
graph G is iteratively partitioned into a set of subgraphs
and stored in the main memory. All triangles in each local
subgraph are listed. It is an I/O-efficient in-memory algorithm
for extracting subgraphs from G by using a mainframe with
limited memory. To list all triangles in a graph could be a
huge consumption of memory space. Thus, a decomposition
algorithm named truss decomposition [22] is proposed. Similar
with k-core decomposition algorithm, truss decomposition
algorithm partitions a graph into subgraphs hierarchically. The
k-truss is defined as the cores of graph G in which every edge
of a core must be contained in at least (k − 2) triangles. The
k-truss strengthens each edge in a core by at least (k − 2)
strong ties. Other notions of subgraphs, such as k-plex [36]
and quasi-clique [20], are proposed for analyzing the social
networks. The k-plex looses the degree of every node in a
clique of c nodes from (c − 1) to (c − k). The quasi-clique
can be considered as a relaxation on the density [16] or
the degree [20]. However, the computation of all the above
cohesive subgraphs is NP-hard for it could be scattered all
over the entire graph, or may overlap largely with eath other.
In addition to node-based sampling approaches, the edgebased wedge sampling applies onto estimating the number of
triangles in graphs [10].
The approach we proposed considers triangle as the samllest sampling unit due to the full connection among three
nodes of a triangle. Contrarily, differ from node-based sampling algorithm [21] and edge based sampling algorithm, the
density of extracted subgraph by adopting triangular structure
can be moderate. The highly dense components represent
the core of the graph G. The key idea of the Randomized
Sampling algorithm is to color all nodes for extracting a set
of monochromatic edges from a graph G. The third edge
will be sampled if other two edges of a triangle ∆T are
sampled. A triangle with three monochromatic edges is the
smallest sample unit in graph G. The extracted communities
of graph G must contain at least one triangle ∆T . We apply
the proposed approach onto social network analysis, as well
as the technique of ease that output a sample based on its
”closeness” to the original sample [39], or the security system
based on biometrics for fingerprint recognition [15].
The randomized sampling algorithm considers the unweighted graph. Given a graph G, the node set and edge set are
denoted by VG and EG of G respectively. We define n = |VG |
as the number of nodes, and m = |EG | as the number of edges
of G. The size of G is denoted by |G| where |G| = m + n.
The set of neighbor nodes of node v is denoted by Nv , that
is, Nv = {u : (u, v) ∈ EG }.
A triangle ∆T is a cycle of length 3. Let {u, v, w} ∈ VG
be the three nodes of the cycle. The set of triangles ∆T is
denoted by ∆G , such that ∆T ∈ ∆G .
All nodes in graph G will be visited once for sampling
monochromatic edges. The searching begins from the root
node a in G where a ∈ VG as shown in the Fig. 1. The
neighbor nodes {b, c, f , g} of node a are explored and
marked with 1 as visited nodes. The set of nodes {a, b, c, f ,
g}, however, no triangle anchors inside. Then, the searching
continues to seek the neighbor nodes of node b, the set of
nodes {a, h, i}. The triangle ∆Tbhi is identified for the two
nodes {h, i} ∈ ehi . The searching strategy is accomplished
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by enqueueing each level of the graph G sequentially as the
breadth-first search. All neighbor nodes at the present breadth
are explored prior to move onto other nodes at next breadth
level. The searching stops till the last node in G is visited.
Three triangles, ∆Tbhi , ∆Tcde and ∆Tdef are identified in G.
Figure 1 illustrates the path of searching triangles in G.

nodes of node b, the node {h, i} receive the green color, the
same as node b. Three monochromatic edges, M ON Oebh ,
M ON Oebi and M ON Oehi can be sampled. The iteration
process stops till all monochromatic edges are sampled from
EG . Communities containing the ∆Tbhi and ∆Tcde can be
extracted from G. Figure 2 illustrates the procedure of node
coloring and monochromatic edge sampling.

Figure 1: The path of triangle search based on Breadth-First
Search
Figure 2: The Sampling of Monochromatic Edges in G
An adjcent list is mapped in Table I.
TABLE I: Adjacent List of nodes in G
node
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i

neighbor nodes
b, c, f , g
a, h, i
a, d, e
c, e, f
c, d, g
a, d, e
a, e
b, i
b, h

Every node is colored once visited. Each node receives a
random value denoted by Rv where 0 < Rv < |n|.
Definition 1 Coloring: The coloring of a node v ∈ VG ,
denoted by cr(v, G), is defined as {cr(v, G) : Rv is uniformly
given to each node v, where 0 < Rv < |n|}.
Definition 2 Monochromatic edge: M ON Oeuv denotes the
monochromatic edge euv if Ru = Rv . All monochromatic
edges are sampled from EG when all nodes in VG are colored.

M ON Oeuv =

1, {euv : Ru = Rv }
0, Otherwise

ISBN: 978-1-61208-806-8

Figure 3 illustrates the extraction of frequent patterns from
G. The ∆Tdef is not extracted from G as a pattern for edf and
eef are not monochromatic edges.
The randomized sampling algorithm is summarized in
algorithm 1. Each node is colored with a random value Rv .
Every edge is sampled with probability Pr where 0 ≤ Pr ≤ 1.

(1)

Given the graph G=(VG , EG ), where VG ={a, b, c, d, e,
f , g, h, i}. The set of neighbor nodes {b, c, f, g} of node a
are colored while they are explored. Node {a, c} receive red
color. Node {b, f, g} recieve green color. The M ON Oeac can
be sampled at the Stage Two. At the Stage Three, the neighbor

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2020.

Figure 3: The Extraction of Communities in G

A. Probability Analysis
1)

Global Sampling
The probability of a triangle in G to be extracted
as frequent pattern. An edge ejk is monochromatic
if its two endpoints j and k receive the same color
where Rj = Rk . A tiangle that consists of three
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Algorithm 1: Randomized Sampling Algorithm
• v := node v ∈ V
• e := edge e ∈ E
• R := random value for coloring node
• q := queue for Breadth-First traversal
• M ON Oe := the set of monochromatic edges ∈ G
• ∆G := all triangles of graph G
• ∆T := triangles contain the set of monochromatic
edges
Input: G = (VG , EG ), RV = 1,2,3,4....m
Output: a set of triangles ∆T
1 begin
init RV , n, q.queue = ∅, ∆T = ∅
for i ∈ VG do
i.mark = 1
q.enqueue(vi )
RVi is given to i
if j is adjacent to i then
vi = q.dequeue()
j.mark = 1
q.enqueue(vj )
RVj is given to j
if RVi = RVj then
eij ∈ M ON Oe
eij is sampled
end
end
if k is the common neighbor node of i and j
then
vj = q.dequeue()
k.mark = 1
q.enqueue(vk )
RVk is given to k
end
∆Tijk is identified
for all triangles ∆G in G do
if RVi = RVj = RVk then
eij , ejk , eik ∈ M ON Oe
end
∆Tijk is extracted
end
end
return a set of triangles ∆T
end

monochromatic edges {eij , ejk , eik } ∈ M ON Oe is
extracted as a community of G. Then, the triangle
∆Tijk ∈ ∆T . Thus, the probability of a triangle ∆T
to be extracted from G as a pattern is concluded as
below.
1 1
1
Pr (∆T ) = × =
2 3
6
With the increasing numbers of colors which indicated by random values Rv , the probability Pr for
every edge to be sampled as a monochromatic edge
decreases.
1
Pr =
Rv
2)

Local Sampling
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The probability of an edge e ∈ EG being sampled as
a monochromatic edge. For every two nodes j and
k that connected by an edge ejk ∈ EG receive the
same color. Such that, the edge ejk is monochromatic.
Then, the Pr (jk) = Pr (j) × Pr (k). Hence
e2(VG ) =

VG
k(k − 1)
=
2(k − 2)
2

Then, we obtain the probability Pr for any two nodes
{j, k} ∈ ejk where
Pr (jk) = e2(VG ) ×

2

1
(VG )

2

=

(VG ) − VG
1
×
2
2
(VG )

B. Complexity Analysis
G is the given graph, let Ψ be the set of candidate frequent
patterns contain at least one ∆T with three monochromatic
edges. For 0 ≤ Rv ≤ |n|, every node in V is visited
once with given a random value Rv . The algorithm initially
require O(|n|scan|G|) when giving random value Rv to
each node. If the set of ∆T ∈ Ψ of G is extracted, the
process requires O(|m|scan(|Ψ|)) = O(scan(|G|)) I/O. A
monochromatic edge will be removed from Ψ if it does not
contained in any triangles. The worst case of the complexity,
however, we simply employ an approach with lowest support
and extract triangles one by one, which requires the worst
case complexity of O(|n| + |m|scan|G|). For the computation
of the number of triangles with three monochromatic edges,
we at most enumerate
P all triangles in the corresponding Ψ
in which gives O( (∆T ∈Ψ) |m|) complexity. Comparatively,
the reservior sampling algorithm is a sampling approach that
ensure the probability of each element being sampled is the
same. The numbers of elements are unknown beforehand. The
time complexity of reservior sampling algorithm is O(n) if
the total number of being sampled elements is relatively small.
However, with increasingly large of the total number of both
the elements in the reservior and the set of samples, the time
complexity can be up to O(n∗(log(n)−log(n−m))). The sampling process uses constant space wiht O(n ∗ (1 + log(m/n)))
time complexity [42]. The randomized Sampling algorithm
requires less time complexity than the reservior sampling
algorithm when the given graph data is large.
C. Implementation
A 2 ∗ n array list is employed for building the storage of
all nodes in VG and their corresponding random values Rv
as Figure 4. A continuous storage space must be allocated
statically or dynamically. Pointer is set to manage all elements.
One is the header pointer in which pointing at the header
element. Another is the end-of-list pointer in which pointing at
the storage location of the next entry element. The number of
elements in the array is constantly changing. Thus, the storage
space that occupied by the array moves in the continuous space
allocated for the node list. The set of neighbor nodes of node
Va is traversed, but without any anchored triangles. The node
Va and all of its neighbor nodes are removed out of the array
for releasing memory space. The set of neighbor nodes of
nodes Vb , Vc and Vd contains three triangles so that the set
of neighbor nodes is saved to a cluster for storing triangles of
G. Other neighbor nodes of nodes Vb , Vc and Vd are visited as
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new beginning of traverse process. There is a cut of nodes if it
connects to a null in order to prevent from self-loop exploring.

Figure 5: Time Cost of randomized Sampling Algorthm
Figure 4: Implememtation of Randomized Sampling Algorthm

IV.

E XPERIMENT AND E VALUATION

The performance test of the proposed algorithm is verified
via a succession of experiments with the Intel i7 2.3GHz CPU,
16GB RAM, and the version 4.1.2 of C compiler in Mac OS
10.8.3 operating system as the experimential environment.
A. Characteristics of Datasets
Two real world datasets in different sizes are used.
The web-google dataset is a directed graph, and the comLiveJournal is an undirected graph. The proposed approach
fits in processing both directed graph and undirected graph
due to the characteristic of triangular structure. Table II shows
the features of the two datasets.

the set of valuse {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}
as random value for each round of communites extraction.
The y-axis indicates the time consumption counted in second.
Throughout the recorded experimental results by using both the
datasets of web-Google and com-LiveJournal in Figure 5, the
cost of computation time for communities extraction decreases
with the increasing given value of Rv . The time consumption
of communities extraction can be analyzed with following two
aspects. All nodes are visited once whether each pair of nodes
in G receives the same color or not. Therefore, the constant
time consumption can be proved by using the Breadth-First
Search algorithm for graph traversal. On the other hand, to
determine the extracted numbers of communities in G, the
process of triangle counting is required. The more counted
triangles, the higher time cost, and vice versa.

TABLE II: FEATURES OF DATASETS
Dataset Statistics
|V |
|E|
Clustering Coefficient
Number of Triangles
Diameter
Type

web-Google
875,713
5,105,039
0.5143
13,391,903
21
directed

com-LiveJournal
3,997,962
34,681,189
0.2843
177,820,130
17
undirected
Figure 6: The Number of Extracted Triangles

The web-Google released by Google is a part of Google
Programming Contest source in 2002. The com-LiveJournal
is a free online blogging community. The com-LiveJournal
dataset provides friendship social network and ground-truth
communities. com-LiveJournal can create groups when collecting community information according to different features,
such as cultural backgroup, lifestyle, technology, entertainment
preferences, etc. A community detection technique [18] is
inspired by the matrix blocking problem. It is based on the
connectivity occurence among all nodes in G. The similarities
between a pair of columns in the adjacency matrix is exploited.
Two columns in the same block should be more similar than
two columns in different block if the patterns are non-zero. A
cluster of nodes represents a dense subgraph in G.
B. The Performance of Randomized Sampling Algorithm
The x-axis of Figure 5 indicates the selected value of Rv ,
in which represents the numbers of color. We manully select
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The extracted triangles that contain the set of monochromatic edges are counted as shown in Figure 6. The x-axis
indicates the value of Rv . The y-axis indicates the number
of extracted triangles in G. The chosen values of Rv are the
same as shown in Figure 5. Likewise, the numbers of extracted
triangles in G decrease with the increasing value of Rv . For
the probability of every edge e ∈ EG being sampled reduces.
Therefore, the number of triangles with three monochromatic
edges e ∈ M ON Oe decreases.
For verifying the effciency of the proposed algorithm, both
the numbers and the sizes of communities within different
values of Rv are examed. Communities in different sizes are
extracted. The given graph G can be decomposed hierarchically. The experimental results recorded by Figure 7 proves the
distribution results. The x-axis indicates the size of communities. The y-axis indicates the numbers of communities. The
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Figure 7: Distribution of Communities
Figure 9: Statistics of Sampling Ratio

red graph shows the distribution of communities of the webGoogle. The blue graph shows the distribution of communities
of the com-LiveJournal. With relatively small value of Rv
as the sampling threshold, less color for labelling all nodes
n ∈ NG . The probability of edge e ∈ EG to be monochromatic
becomes higher. A few number of communities in large size
are obtained. Contrarily, given relatively large value of Rv
as the sampling threshold, more colors for labelling nodes
n ∈ NG . The probability of edge e ∈ EG to be monochromatic
becomes smaller. Therefore, a large numbers of communities
in small size are extracted from G.

indicates the sampling ratio. The results of each sampling can
be regarded as a random variable V ar(s) . Due to the unknown
total number of communities in G, and the unpredictable
number of extracted samples in the set of communities s,
the n rounds sampling results {X1 , X2 , X3 , . . . Xn } ∈ s
can be considered as a set of random variable V ar(s) . Let
{X1 , X2 , X3 , . . . Xn } ∈ s are the samples selected from
the population G(f q) , then {G(f q) : (X1 , X2 , X3 , . . . Xn )} is
statistical quantity. The sample average can be computed as
n

X
¯ (s) = 1
V ar
Xi
n i=1
Let the proportion of the amount of selected samples with certain attribute in the population G(f q) defined as the sampling
ratio Ps . Then
s
Ps =
G(f g)
We employ the volume of the community for the computation
of sampling ratio. Then
Ps =

|Vs | + |Es |
|VG(f q) | + |EG(f q) |

From the record of Figure 9, we gained remarkable results of
sampling ratio both web-Google and com-LiveJournal at the
20th round.
C. Comparison Experiments
Figure 8: Location of Communities in a graph by using 2Dimensional Grid

To locate communities in G, a 2-Dimensional Grid is
proposed as shown in Figure 8. The red graph illustrates the
path of community searching. The green blcoks indicate the
location of communities in G. It can be computed as the
formula below.
 yi −y0

ha + 1
Grid[ha ][wa ] = xi −x0
wa + 1
The notion of Nha and Nwa indicate that community a
locates at height of h and width of w respectively.
Figure 9 records the statistic of sampling ratio. The xaxis indicates the rounds of sampling process. The y-axis
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In this experiment, we implement both the reservior
sampling algorithm [42] and graph priority sampling algorithm [31] for comparing the performance of communities
extraction.
TABLE III: MAXIMUM RUN TIME (IN SECOND)
Dataset
Randomized Sampling
Reservior Sampling
Graph Priority Sampling

web-Google
5137.18
9255.6
2708.3

com-LiveJournal
1529.02
6631.07
3889.032

Table III records the maximum time consumption of sampling. The Randomized Sampling is faster than the Reservior
Sampling in processing both two datasets for the Randomized
Sampling traverses entire graph G once. Contrarily, the Reservior Sampling needs to visit every node in G twice for the
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in-degree and out-degree of each node are computed. However,
the Graph Priority Sampling costs less computation time in
extracting communities from web-Google. For Graph Priority
Sampling (GP S for short) separates the function of edge
sampling and sample estimation. The separation of estimation
and sampling significantly save resource.
TABLE IV: MAXIMUM NUMBER OF COMMUNITIES
Dataset
web-Google
com-LiveJournal

Randomized
230018
8632

Reservior
13941
7039

GPS
133925
7780

Table IV records the experimental results of maximum
numbers of extracted communities by Randomized Sampling,
Reservior Sampling and Graph Priority Sampling. The Randomized Sampling extractes more communities than the Reservior Sampling and the Graph Priority Sampling (GP S for
short). For a triangle is considered as the samllest community
by the Randomized Sampling, but a node or an edge cannot
be considered as a cohesive subgraph.
TABLE V: DENSITY
Dataset
web-Google
com-LiveJournal

Randomized
0.92
0.87

Reservior
0.85
0.69

GPS
0.836
0.776

Besides, Table V records experimental results of maximum density of communities. We employ the formular below
for computating the density of both undirected and directed
graphs.
|Es |
dens =
|VG | + |EG |
The results recorded in the table V show that the density of
extracted communities by the Randomized Sampling are higher
than both the Reservior Sampling and Graph Priority Sampling
(GP S for short). The experimential results of the proposed
algorithm are competitive and significantly improved.
V.

C ONCLUSION

We proposed randomized sampling algorithm for extracting
communities in graphs. This approach combined the benefits
of edge sampling and triangle count to offer high precision of
communities extraction. The performance of the randomized
sampling algorithm was evaluated based on four measurements, including time consumption, number of triangles, sampling ratio and density of community. Moreover, the superiority of the proposed method was proved by experimental results
of comparing with the reservior sampling algorithm and graph
priority sampling algorithm. Throughout the experimential
results and theoretically analysis, the proposed method was
highly confident estimations, and up to ten times sampling
size reduction over the state-of-the-art alternatives when the
sampling was low.
For the future work, we will prove the analysis of error
bound of the randomized sampling algorithm. A modified ver-
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sion of randomized sampling algorithm based on hierachical
pruning technique will be proposed.
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